Driving more treatments to more patients more quickly

Request. Propose. Connect.
cureaccelerator.org

Proposal Reviews:
Sample Grant Reviewer Agreement Created via CureAccelerator System
Dear [INSERT REVIEWER NAME],
We are writing to ask you to help us drive more treatments to more patients more quickly through repurposing
research.
You have been recommended by [INSERT NAME] of [INSTITUTION NAME] as an independent reviewer of a
short Proposal submitted to Cures Within Reach describing the repurposing project entitled, '[PROJECT TITLE]'.
We believe that this review, based on prior reviews by other reviewers, should take no more than 20-45 minutes.
Please complete your review by [REVIEW DUE DATE]. Please provide comments as well as a number score for
each criteria. Anonymous reviewer comments may be shared with the PI to improve any future submissions.
You do not need specific scientific expertise related to the Proposal to complete your review. We are simply
looking for reviewers to evaluate the potential repurposing clinical impact of this project. If a project is selected to
move forward from the Proposal stage, the PI will submit a full grant that will undergo a more extensive scientific
review process.
You agree 1) not to give the materials to anyone for review or comment without prior approval from CWR; 2) to
notify the CWR if you have a direct interest or other conflict in the proposed project(s) presented to you for review,
3) to complete the required reviews and ratings in a timely fashion; and 4) that you are a volunteer to CWR in the
capacity of Grant Reviewer and you expect no remuneration and have no fiduciary authority on behalf of CWR.
If you are interested in participating, please click the link below, which will take you to the combined Proposal and
scoring sheet page online (after you login). PLEASE NOTE THAT BY CLICKING THE LINK BELOW, YOU
AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE FOLLOWING CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT:
This agreement is made between Cures Within Reach and YOU as a REVIEWER of this specific
repurposing research Proposal sent to CWR by a research applicant.
Cures Within Reach and the Proposal applicant intend to maintain the confidential status of this
grant information, and YOU as REVIEWER agree to review the Proposal and maintain the
confidentiality of the Proposal information for the next three years from today's date.
You can use or disclose any of the Proposal information once it is posted for viewing by all users
on CureAccelerator, when it otherwise becomes generally known to the trade or the public, or
which YOU know before reviewing the Proposal information from CWR. Otherwise, YOU agree the
information will be kept confidential.
YOU agree to completely remove any downloaded materials from your computer and to destroy or
return any printed materials once the review process is complete.
Proposal link for review: [INSERT LINK]
Feel free to contact us with questions by email at Questions@CureAccelerator.org
Clare Thibodeaux, PhD
Director of Scientific Affairs

134 N. LaSalle St, Suite 1130, Chicago, IL 60602

847-745-1252

www.cureswithinreach.org
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Full Grant Submission Reviews:
Sample Grant Reviewer Agreement Sent to Grant Reviewers via Email
Dear [INSERT REVIEWER NAME],
We are writing to ask you to help us drive more treatments to more patients more quickly through repurposing
research.
You have been recommended as an independent reviewer of full grant proposals submitted to Cures Within
Reach in response to the repurposing research Request for Proposals entitled '[RFP TITLE]'. We believe that
these reviews, based on prior experience by other reviewers, should take between 1-2 hours per full grant
proposal.
You agree 1) not to give the materials to anyone for review or comment without prior approval from CWR; 2) to
notify the CWR if you have a direct interest or other conflict in the proposed project(s) presented to you for review,
3) to complete the required reviews and ratings in a timely fashion; and 4) that you are a volunteer to CWR in the
capacity of Grant Reviewer and you expect no remuneration and have no fiduciary authority on behalf of CWR.
If you agree to participate, please sign below and return this form via email. CWR will send you the full grant
review materials, along with the review due date. When reviewing each grant, please weigh both the scientific and
repurposing merits of the proposed research, and make sure the PI has addressed the comments/concerns from
the Proposal review stage, either directly or in the body of the full grant. Proposal comments/concerns are
included with the full grant review materials.
Please complete your review by the designated due date and provide comments as well as a number score for
each criteria. Anonymous reviewer comments will be shared with the PIs to improve their submissions before a
final funding decision is made.
PLEASE NOTE THAT BY SIGNING BELOW, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE FOLLOWING
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT:
This agreement is made between Cures Within Reach and YOU as a REVIEWER of this specific
repurposing research full grant proposal sent to CWR by a research applicant.
Cures Within Reach and the applicant intend to maintain the confidential status of this grant
information, and YOU as REVIEWER agree to review the full grant proposal and maintain the
confidentiality of the full grant proposal information for the next three years from today's date.
You can only use or disclose any of the full grant information once it is posted for viewing by all
users on CureAccelerator, when it otherwise becomes generally known to the trade or the public,
or which YOU know before reviewing the grant information from CWR. Otherwise, YOU agree the
information will be kept confidential.
YOU agree to completely remove any downloaded materials from your computer and to destroy or
return any printed materials once the review process is complete.
Grant Reviewer Name: _________________________________

Date: ______________

_________________________________ (print)

Fax: 877-418-9318

Feel free to contact us with questions by email at clare@cureswithinreach.org.
Clare Thibodeaux, PhD
Director of Scientific Affairs
134 N. LaSalle St, Suite 1130, Chicago, IL 60602

847-745-1252

www.cureswithinreach.org

